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C Pose and Shape Model
Labeling Tool

In order to accurately label the ground truth for the subjects of our data
set, a labeling tool was written by Michael Hofmann and Julian Kooij
(UvA). Figure C.1 shows a screenshot of this tool in use.

The program reads information about a sequence such as frame data
and camera calibration and displays either a single view or all views
simultaneously on-screen. The images for each view can be independently
zoomed and panned in order to show the relevant sections of each frame.
The user can browse the sequence via a time-line bar, which is also used
to display information regarding the labeling of (potentially multiple)
subjects in the scene. Subjects can be globally added and removed from
the scene, depending on how many subjects are in the respective sequence.
Each subject can be assigned a distinct shape model in order to reflect
the physique of the actor.

Body pose for each subject in each frame is computed by placing
2D markers into the scene images. The markers are associated with the
model skeleton joints (shoulders, elbows, wrists, pelvis, knees, ankles)
and end points (top of foot, top of head, between eyes) and displayed
in different colors for the left and right sides of the body. Each marker
needs to be set in at least two views per frame; the additional placement
in a third view (if visible) will increase accuracy. The 3D position of a
marker is computed as the centroid of the pair-wise triangulation of the
2D markers.

Given a sufficient labeling of a frame, the pose that fits the markers
best given the set shape model can be computed using inverse kinematics.
We express the non-linear optimization as a least-squares problem where
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Figure C.1: Screenshot of the pose and shape model labeling tool. A
display of the four possible views (three cameras used here) occupies the
majority of screen space. A time line bar enables the user to switch to
other frames and indicates presence of labeled frames. On the left side,
an overview of the set markers in the current frame is shown.
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the squared distance between user-set markers and computed 3D locations
on the shape model is to be minimized.

f(~π) = ||~pmarker − ~pjoint(~π)||
2 (C.1)

where ~pmarker is a vector of concatenated triangulated 3D marker positions
and ~pjoint(~π) is a vector of computed joint positions from the pose param-
eters ~π. Optimization is carried out using the Levenberg-Marquardt algo-
rithm [Marquardt, 1963], using the linearly interpolated pose between the
previous and the next labeled frame as initialization for ~π. See Figure C.2
for an illustration of the labeling and pose optimization process.

The shape model parameters can be set by a dialog and can also be,
after frame labeling, partly adapted using statistics of the markers, i.e. the
means of distances between labeled joint locations. Several other dialogs
provide options to manually set pose parameters, change the model ap-
pearance, display or hide certain body parts or change the global appear-
ance of the rendered models; see Figure C.3.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure C.2: Overview of the labeling and pose optimization process. (a)
The user places markers at pre-defined joint positions. (b) After setting
a marker in more than one camera view, the triangulated 3D position of
each joint is indicated by a small sphere (behind the marker). (c) With all
markers set in at least two frames, the user can trigger the optimization
process (optimized pose shown here).
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(a)

(b)

Figure C.3: Screenshots of (a) the pose modification dialog, (b) the shape
modification dialog.
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